“Nuclear Weapon
Attack”

“Remember”
The Meanings of
Civil Air Defense Warnings
Please remember the meanings of the civil air
defense warnings and listen for them carefully.

Respond like this!
When the alarm sounds
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▶ Immediately evacuate to underground facilities.

When an enemy attack is expected
Warning alarm
Guide 1 minute siren, flat tone

Subway stations

Tunnels

Underground shops

When a nuclear bomb explodes

Guidelines for Emergency Situations

3 things to
remember
to remain safe
in an emergency
In daily life
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Check the evacuation sites in advance.
Be equipped with emergency supplies
in case of war.

▶ Lie face down in the opposite direction of the blast,

open your mouth and cover your eyes and ears.

When an attack is commencing or
in progress
Air-raid alarm
Guide 3 minute siren,
wave tone

When a CBR attack is expected or
in progress

When an air-raid alarm is issued or shells are falling

2
After the nuclear explosion

Evacuate safely
Evacuate quickly and protect
your body.

(Do not let your stomach touch the ground!)
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Help the vulnerable such as the elderly,
young children, pregnant women,
and the disabled, and evacuate together.

▶ Avoid radiation and fallout.

When the air-raid stops and things quiet down
Remain inside concrete buildings

Remain deep
underground

Use raincoats and umbrellas
when moving around

Warning alarm
Guide Voice announcement


When
an attack stops and no further
attack is expected

Prepare thoroughly

National Disaster
Safety Portal

For more information on how to
respond in an emergency, check
out the ‘Emergency Ready App’ on
your smartphone and the ‘National
Disaster Safety Portal’ !
www.safekorea.go.kr
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Listen carefully
Listen well and follow
the government’s instructions.

Please remember!
Your response in an
emergency is to:
Prepare! Evacuate! and Listen!

All clear
Guide Voice announcement

www.mois.go.kr

Prepare In daily life

Evacuate When

an air-raid alarm is issued
or shells are falling

Listen When

the air-raid stops and
things quiet down

1. Prepare thoroughly

2. Evacuate safely

3. Listen carefully

Evacuation sites in an emergency

Check
where the nearest and safest government
designated evacuation sites are located.
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How to evacuate in an emergency
 partment, high-rise
A
buildings
Use the emergency stairs
instead of the elevator.

 hile driving
W
Park at a nearby vacant
lot or on the right side of
the road and evacuate.

When the air-raid stops

Follow the government’s
instructions.



Subway stations

Evacuation sites
for chemical
weapon attacks
Higher places
are safe!

Listen to the radio and broadcasts. /
Do not fall for rumors and false news.

Underground parking lots Basement of large buildings

How to find evacuation sites
Go to the smartphone
‘Emergency Ready
App’ and find the
nearest evacuation site.

Emergency supplies
Essential emergency supplies


Mandatory
Food, drinking water, first-aid medicine, radio,
flashlight, matches, candles, bedding, clothing


Items
to prepare for
CBR attacks
Gas mask, mask,
raincoat, gloves, soap

Additional
items to prepare
* Prepare

for possible separation
from family.
Child : name tag
Adult : ID or copy of ID
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During chemical weapon attacks
Hazardous symptoms of chemical weapons
・ Breathing difficulties, muscle cramps, vomiting, skin rash, etc.
Evacuation method
・ Protect your respiratory tract and evacuate to a higher place.
Precautions
・ Be careful not to be exposed to contaminated air.
・ Seal door gaps, stop using air conditioners
and ventilators.
・ Wash skin exposed to contamination with
running water for at least 15 minutes.


Stay
with your family
and neighbors

Explain the current situation to children
and the elderly to reassure them.

During biological weapon attacks
Hazardous symptoms of biological weapons
・ Stomach pain, high fever, sudden increase in patients
with unknown causes, etc.
Evacuation method
・ Protect your respiratory tract with a mask or handkerchief and evacuate.
Precautions
・ Avoid contact with contaminants or patients.
・ Get vaccination and treatment.
・ Consume food after cooking for at
least 15 minutes.


Stand
united to overcome
the situation.

Do not hoard daily
necessities.

Donate blood.

Rescue the
injured.

